Many tried to escape
Raped women
Villages destroyed
Not a lot to be there to begin with and UN left as it started
RPF invaded and defeated the Hutus

Berlin
- was divided into 4 zones
- USSR got most land because they defeated Germany
2 zones
Berlin blockade → airlift
Berlin Crisis – the maintaining tension between the Soviets and the Western Allies
Need Berlin Waal for workers
If they let people go it shows weakness

Why did tensions develop between the US and USSR at the end of WWII and why did tensions continue to escalate in the post-war world
- they had different goals
- wanted to spread communism through a buffer Zone
- development of hydrogen and nuclear bomb
- both countries' heroes
- conflicting ideologies
- capitalism and communism cannot co-exist
- Stalin is always pushing west
- US containment policy, the foreign policy of the US

Truman Doctrine:
- the main idea is to give help to those overrun by communism and help them rebuild into a more capitalist democracy
- don't let them fall under communist rule
- Truman was concerned with preserving democracy in Turkey to gain an alliance for a good location for missiles
- Also, will create an alliance
- Soviet Union claims the US is trying to invade an imperialism in Turkey
- US will end up aiding a lot of countries
Marshall Plan – US aid in return for alliance

The Soviet response to marshall plan
- USSR accused US of trying to secretly take over
- One politician said it was like Hitler’s take over
- Comecon – created in 1949. An economic union of the communist countries in eastern Europe. This allowed Stalin to control the Iron curtain economies for the benefit of Russia – for instance, one of its rules was that all inventions had to be shared